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Theme fey Holbein 1 
I  Rob ̂ Schafer
I:
Rob Schafer is a liberal arts 
major from Great Falls. In 
addition to this piece, Rob, who 
is a junior this year, has done 
a considerable amount of other 
writing on his own.
HE walked in his gardens in the morning.The earth was still cool, the summer sky 
a pure cloudiest blue. He moved slowly 
along the gravelled paths, among the cyp­
resses. He was Caesar, and was master.
He had been Caesar for many years now, 
and was growing old. But his mind and body, 
for forty years those of a soldier on barbaric 
frontiers, were still strong and active. At 
times, a sudden change in the weather would 
bring pain and stiffness to the old wound a 
Gaul had inflicted on his leg in a half-forgot­
ten skirmish. But he would hold the pain 
within himself and it would go. He was 
Caesar, and was strong.
Often, in the great marble hall of the 
palace, or in the heat and noise of the games,
He knew himself to be wise, as well. His 1 
keen eye and mind had made him general, I 
had made him Caesar. He knew the world, | 
his fellows, and himself. He had survived 
plots and rebellions; the conspirators and 1 
their passions were gone, and yet he lived I 
and ruled. “Yes,” he thought to himself, ] 
“life is good to the strong and clever.”
Someone came toward him along the grav- , 
elled paths. Turning he saw a centurion 
bearing a message, walking quickly between 
the still shadowy rows of trees. All the world 
came to him thus, in armed hands.
The soldier drew near, saluted, and handed 
him the message from Britain for which he 
had been waiting many months now. Yet 
before he read the scroll, he found himself 
looking with a curious interest at the man 
who stood waiting before him, his blue eyes 
with their cold gray tint staring dispassion­
ately at him.
He was young, and below medium height; 
his body, beneath the armor, was wiry and 
filled with the strength of youth. His hair
A Variation
On A
he would think of his father, the Illyrian 
peasant with his bowed back and great 
clumsy hands, who had never hefted a sword 
or drunk Spanish wine, and of his grand­
father, the blind old shepherd with his palsied 
walk and filthy matted beard, and he would 
smile to himself as he felt the silken robes 
enfolding his still powerful peasant’s body. 
He would remember too the wrestling and 
boxing matches with his comrades, which 
had given him the nickname, in the ranks, 
of Hercules, and the power of his blows 
against the hide shields of the barbarian war­
riors.
and eyebrows were a sandy blond; his com­
plexion, while not pale, was unusually light 
and untanned for that of a campaigner. His 
features were small, decisive, and firmly cut, 
his mouth thin and colorless, with the hint 
of a smile at its down-sunk corners. A 
straight white scar ran across one cheek, 
down to the solid, slightly protruding jaw.
The emperor saw all this, though the man 
was but a soldier before Caesar. He read 
the message almost as an afterthought, feel­
ing the calm gaze always upon him but 
somehow not daring to rebuke the starer. 




he could, watching him walk away down 
the path, his feet hard and loud on the gravel. 
After he was out of sight, the emperor felt 
a sudden chill from the still-dewy shadows 
and walked hurriedly away into the sunlight.
He was to meet the envoys from Persia 
that afternoon. After he had eaten his mid­
day meal and rested for an hour, pleasantly 
drowsy, he arose and began to make his way 
toward the audience chamber. At a sudden 
turn in the corridor, he came upon a slight 
figure, richly clad in a vaguely oriental garb, 
leaning motionless and silent against the 
wall. As the emperor passed, the figure
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bowed very slightly, and the emperor fancied 
he saw again the passionless blue gaze and 
the strange half-smile. As he went his way, 
he noticed vaguely that the old wound was 
beginning to ache with a slight, sharp pain.
He could not attend to the Persian envoys; 
their unintelligible chatter and the elegant 
insincerities which the interpreter rendered 
with portentous self-conceit, mouthing them 
as if they were of his own framing, filled him 
with a weary disgust which hung about him 
like a mantle. Dismissing them all rather 
perfunctorily, he wandered about the great 
empty corridors, limping slightly. He was 
beginning to feel at last, he thought, his age, 
his hardships, his violent and sensual life. 
His mind, for the first time in years, wand­
ered undirected and purposeless. The sight 
of the cringing servants with fear in their 
eyes, the obsequious senators and nobles, the 
officers, smiling furtively at his passing, as 
if in mockery, was loathesome to him. For 
some reason unknown to himself, he turned 
his steps toward the guard room.
The soldiers there, a s. he entered, were 
gathered laughing and cursing about two 
unevenly matched wrestlers — one a tall, 
heavy bearded giant whom the emperor rec­
ognized as belonging to his personal body­
guard, the other short and slight. Naked 
except for loincloths, their bodies glistening 
with sweat, they slowly circled each other, 
feinting for an opening. The emperor, look­
ing down upon his youth, felt a sudden glad 
surge of health and well being. He ap­
proached unnoticed, the heavy odor of wine 
and sweat pleasantly familiar to him.
The big soldier, his great body tensed for 
a decisive lunge, began to edge closer to his 
small opponent. He was laughing with a 
coarse, triumphant good humor, long greasy 
strands of black hair spilling down over his 
small, intent eyes. He made a sudden rush, 
his great bulk seeming to overwhelm his ad­
versary.
The slim soldier made a movement too 
quick to be seen. The big man gave a coarse 
bellow, and the exclaiming soldiers pushed 
together about the wrestlers, blocking the 
emperor’s view. He too drew nearer.
Someone saw him and cried out. As the 
flustered mob attempted to spring to some 
sort of order, they drew away from the com­
batants and the emperor saw the strange 
centurion, breathing evenly and calmly,
standing over his dazed victim who laVI 
sprawled on his back, staring up at him with: 
a dull, wondering fear. As the emperoH 
watched, the centurion became aware of hi:' 
presence and, the half-smile never fading' 
from his thin lips, seemed to beckon hiir, 
forward, as if he would try a fall with him.
The em peror’s rejuvenated spirit seemec 
overwhelmed by a strange, piercing disgust. 
more terrible than before. The fearful, brutal; 
faces of the soldiers, some of them shifting 
nervously about in their places, peering al 
him with a curiosity both sly and bold, while, 
others looked as studiously away, seemed to, 
blend into one and rush upon him. The 
stench of the place sickened him. He rushed; 
away, while the centurion began to wipe 
the sweat from his sinewy body, disregarding 
the giant who still lay gasping at his feet.
There was a banquet that night in honor of 
the envoys. The emperor lay on his couch in 
the great hall. Around him teemed a dazz­
ling, blurred world of color and life, laughter 
filled the chamber, the Persian musicians 
played strange and beautiful tunes on gro­
tesque bronze instruments. Yet the emperor 
felt himself dulled to all this; as he drank and 
drank again, a great sadness came upon him, 
in the midst of the brilliant assemblage. He 
was immeasurably old and alone. He fell to 
remembering faces and voices of long ago, 
men and women now dust, whose very exist­
ence he had long forgotten. He moved rest­
lessly on the silken cushions.
The leader of the Persians had sensed his 
depression; now, when it seemed at its 
height, he gave an order and a troop of 
dancers sprang at once into the room. Rip­
pling folds of rich, gleaming cloth scarcely 
concealing their dark, lithe bodies hung with 
jewels and gold, men and women moved 
swiftly, effortlessly about the glazed floor 
in devious, fluctuating patterns of dazzling 
color.
And, for a time, it seemed as if the Persian 
had truly divined the cure of the emperor’s 
melancholy. He roused and followed the 
myriad movements of these strange beautiful 
beings with interest. They swirled close be­
fore him, within reach, gesturing appealingly 
to him. And, as he gazed upon the writhing, 
tantalizingly covered bodies of the women, 
it seemed to him that he was young again 
in body, that the world was beautiful and 
life meant for pleasure. He leaned forward,
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smiling in anticipation. As he did so, one 
of the male dancers whirled out of a compli­
cated figure and fell kneeling before him, 
one hand outstretched as if in supplication, 
a necklace of emeralds gleaming at his 
throat. The emperor found himself face to 
face with the cold blue eyes and scarred face 
of the centurion. And as he stared, not 
understanding, the outstretched hand laid 
itself upon his arm with a light, familiar 
touch, while the other beckoned slightly, in­
timately. The emperor drew back violently. 
As he did so, the centurion, his half smile 
never vanishing or increasing, slipped swiftly 
away into the tumult of dancers, his emo­
tionless gaze never leaving the em peror’s 
eyes. Even after he had become indistin­
guishable in the general confusion of motion, 
the eyes seemed to remain with the emperor, 
cold, calm, and impersonal, staring into his.
The emperor felt physically ill and left the 
hall at once. He proceeded to his chambers 
and, unable to bear waking any longer, fell 
into a deep and profound sleep.
It was all the stranger and more welcome 
then, that when he awoke in the morning, 
he felt tremendously refreshed and invigor­
ated. Forty years seemed to have left him. 
As he looked from the windows upon the 
soft warm earth outside, he remembered 
mornings when he had awakened in bivouac 
to the crisp air, wet grass, and sharp wood 
smoke of encampment deep in a barbaric 
forest. The centurion was furthest of all 
things from his mind now.
After a sparing breakfast (for it was as if 
he were again a young legionary, and he 
wished to prolong the sensation) he left his 
chambers and began to walk down the long 
corridor that opened on the gardens, unac­
companied by his body guard, as was his 
habit. Smiling to himself, he paused for a 
moment at the foot of a short flight of stairs 
leading off one side of the hallway, to enjoy 
the brilliant warmth of the morning sun 
streaming down through a window at the 
stairhead. And against that glory, looking 
down at him, stood the centurion, clad once 
more in armor and helmet, one hand resting 
lightly on the hilt of his sword. He was 
smiling broadly, and the emperor could see 
the brilliant flash of his perfect white teeth.
The emperor began to smile himself, after 
the initial shock of memory, and then to 
laugh. And it seemed as if the centurion 
laughed too, like a joyful youth, strong and 
gay. The emperor set foot on the bottom 
step, and then it seemed to him as if the 
morning brilliance began gradually to absorb 
the centurion, to blur his outline, to strip 
him of his features. The emperor realized 
that the sun was dazzling his eyes and he 
turned his head away for a second, blinking.
He heard the sound of many feet behind 
and about him on the marble floor; turning 
he saw a dozen or so of his guard rushing 
upon him, their dim faces contorted, their 
naked swords glittering in the sun. As he 
fell, his last darkening glance saw that the 
head of the stairs was deserted.
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by Sandra Rabone
T\HE girl certainly looked like writer ma­terial. Her hair askew, lips pursed, num­
erous matchbooks from various bars, and an 
ashtray full of red-tipped cigarettes. Num­
erous crumpled papers evidenced that in­
tense mental gyrations were taking place.
A letter home. God, what can you tell 
parents? Thoughts raced through her mind. 
Perhaps a mild canter would better describe 
the thought process. “I’m fine.” Well, that’s 
certainly a start. I presume that they know 
I’m in good health otherwise I wouldn’t be 
writing. “The weather is good.” The 
weather is bad, the weather is indifferent, 
so am I.
“Pat, are you or aren’t you going with me 
to get a coke?”
“Shut the hell up. Can’t you see I’m con­
centrating.”
“The French is going fairly well. I like 
French. In fact, going overboard, I could say 
I’m fond of French. Didn’t you flunk French, 
Dad?” No, that will never sell. “The
French course I’m taking is interesting and 
stimulating to the imagination. Now I’ll 
be able to understand the subtitles.” Well, 
that’s not bad, but I’ll bet they’ll think I 
copied it.
“I’m fulfilling all your fond hopes and 
imaginations, parents. I’m maturing. I 
read Shakespeare every night before I go 
to bed.” So I read Shakespeare. I’m sure 
the parents wouldn’t be interested in know­
ing what I read before I go to bed. Prob­
ably be more interested in knowing that I 
brush my teeth. That reminds me, parents, 
I have trench mouth.
Parents, I met the most interesting per­
son of my life. He collects belly button fuzz. 
After much frivolous living he decided to 
devote his life to collecting fuzz. You know 
parents, I hope the odd-balls flourish into 
the eightieth generation. Hope we never 
breed humans like we do orchids. Imagine 
a society of preachers or professors of any 
pure strain. That certainly would be dull 
and would make term papers practically im-
possible. I certainly do appreciate the guys 
and gals who eat shrimp with ham and eggs 
and dab gravy on white cake, put tabasco in 
the sherry, collect fuzz and numerous other 
activities not nearly so important as playing 
basketball, building roads and empires, 
creating laws and violin music.
But someone has to build empires and 
roads, I guess. I really should concern my­
self with knowledge of some type. Perhaps, 
I’ll turn into something yet. I can see it now. 
Another George Bernard Shaw, a recluse, 
brilliant, whom all the world is dying to know. 
No, I don’t think I’ll be a recluse. And when 
I think about it—I w ouldn’t really want to 
know all the world.
WHICH brings me to a problem, parents.What am I going to do? Oh yes, I know, 
I must be educated. What is an education 
anyway? So far I’ve merely been dipped in 
some solution which isn’t the permeable type. 
Or perhaps it is because I’m not the per­
meable type. You know when I ponder after­
noons that I can’t sleep, I realize that nobody 
ever finishes an education, but somehow 
people have come to believe that a degree is
evidence that you attended college for four 
years, and since you are still alive—you must 
have learned something.
“Pat, odd-ball is downstairs. Wants you 
to have a coke with him.”
“Tell him to wait a second. I have to 
finish this letter.”
Dear Parents,
Thank you very much for the check. 1 
have paid all my hills. I rather think 
that I shall get a C average this quarter. 
Fm in love again. Mother, will you 
please send me my blue formal?
How is everyone at home? Did Honey- 
dog have her puppies yet? Please tell 
me when the blessed event occurs. And 
don’t drown them like you did last year.
I got a card from Grandma. She is well. 
Tell that brother of mine to write me.




Sandra Rabone, the author of 
Letter H ome” also wrote the 
article on page 20 entitled “Bears i 
H ave M et.”
I met a 
fool
traveling east,











F A M I L Y
LIFE
SINCE I have been in America I have tra­veled about the country meeting many 
wonderful people. Usually they want to 
; know what I think about the United States 
and then I am asked questions about my 
: homeland. Most of the questions have to 
do with family life. There is much that can 
be said about family life but I will confine 
• my remarks to those matters which are con­
i', sidered the most important.
The father is the head of the house. He 
lives in that house until he dies. No matter 
how old or helpless he gets he stays there: 
lor they would never think of turning him 
’ out. Looking after him more and more as 
• he gets to the place where he can’t help him- 
self is the oldest son. From his earliest years 
upwards the dutiful son remains obedient 
’ throughout his life. The father, when he 
• hies, becomes an object of worshipful ven- 
. oration and for three years the son observes 
ritual mourning. This is a form of ancestor 
: worship that was introduced into Korea over 
a thousand years ago.
Except for this eldest son, the other child- 
fen may expected to leave their paternal 
; ome. The daughters, it is hoped, will get 
r i e d  an<̂  2° t° live with their husbands. 
■ The younger sons prefer to live near the
HYUNQ KOO PAK
home of their father. If there is land enough, 
they settle on that land and build their house 
there. Some of them go to the city, get jobs 
and become lost in city life. The majority 
of the sons, wherever they be, long to get 
enough money to purchase some land, for 
whether or not they revert to the life of a 
farmer, their hearts will beat happily only 
when they know that they can lie quietly on 
their own Korean earth.
The elder brother takes unto himself a 
wife and she comes to live with him in his 
house. Some words are appropriate here 
about the position of the women. In rela­
tionship to the man she occupies an inferior 
role. From her childhood up she is taught 
the role she is to have until it becomes a 
second nature with her.
As a child she must obey everyone, even 
her brother. Much of her young life is spent 
in waiting on those about her. She is sure 
to carry any young member on her back most 
of the time. As she nears the age of twelve, 
she spends most of her waking hours at la­
bor. She hasn’t time for talking except to 
her mother and close female relatives.
From the age of fourteen to about forty, 
ordinarily she will not enter into conversation 
with any man who doesn’t belong to the
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household, and most likely won’t have too 
much to say to her husband. You Ameri­
cans can’t believe how uncommunicative she 
can be even to the man who is her husband. 
However, strange are the ways of women 
and Korean women are no exception. There 
are times when without being over-verbal, a 
woman “wears the pants” in her own house­
hold. What she doern’t put into words she ex- 
preses in action. On rare instances she may 
even beat her man over the head with an 
ironing stick. Although in theory she holds 
an inferior position, in practice it invariably 
turns out the other way. The wife has fairly
Hyung Koo Pa\ is a graduate assistant in sociology.
H e is from Seoul, Korea.
definite control over the food that is eaten, 
has charge of the clothing being made, and 
over her babies and the younger children. 
She has the final word about the marriage 
of her daughters although she has little to 
say about her sons. The children seem to 
prefer the company of the mother to that of 
the father. As children they often run to 
their mother for relief and she is known as 
the “kind parent,” he as the “stern” one. Sons 
stand in awe of their father’s discipline.
Relationships between parents and child­
ren, no matter how close, never provoke from 
them the parent’s personal name. Personal 
names of parents are not only not used to 
their faces but are never mentioned in front 
of their children unless the speaker is a gen­
eration older than the individual referred to. 
According to tradition, the application of a 
personal name remains a symbol of lower- 
class status to which the common people, and 
particularly their children, have become ex­
tremely sensitive. To mention the given 
name of his father to a contemporary in 
Korea is one of the worst of possible insults.
Grandparents share life with their sons 
and daughters and, like grandparents the 
world over, they spoil the children. Between 
them the gap of generations is sufficient to 
reduce all sense of conflict and competition. 
The old see the young as little fragments of 
immortality which they will leave behind 
to carry on. Tokens of love are purchased for 
their grandchildren or whittled for them out
of some crooked sticks. A gift far more val­
uable than these material things is the gift 
of knowledge. Given an opportunity, grand-: 
parents will pass on far more of their inti-, 
mate knowledge, however rich it be, to their 
grandchildren than they ever thought of pass­
ing on to their own off-spring. Unfortunate-* 
ly grandparents don’t live long enough. Even­
tually they must die and this brings us to 
another unique custom: The sangge, or burial 
society. Since it is linked to a common ceme­
tery and set of funeral equipment, men from 
three villages belong to the same organization. 
Each member family contributes ten hops of I 
rice to that of the deceased, to assist in the j 
expenses of interment. When a death hap- 
pens in one of the other households, their 
village neighbors theoretically may be ex­
pected to render them some assistance.
From birth, through life, to death the in­
dividual is part and parcel of a system that is 
largely based on tradition. These traditions 
have existed down through the years with 
some modification brought in by the Korean 
youth who have traveled in other countries. ; 
Now and then something that isn’t too good 
is brought back, but most of the time that 
which is introduced does a great deal to im­
prove the lot of my people.
Reckercke du T emps
by Cyrus Noe
Last fall another of Cyrus N oe’s poems, "Das Hoc- 
Zimmer," appeared in Venture. He is 
a graduate student in English.
Pronounce my name into this reach of sea, 
So let my body be the lone bird’s call; 
Let me walk the wave’s concavity,
My blood is brine and all my bones are salt. 
Desert substance uttered on the rocks 
Of man will melt and lose his stubborn form: 
Alive he writhes and cries, but dead he lacks 
His firmness, and is eaten by the storm. 
Pronounce my name into this plain of water, 





Barbara Knight is a senior liberal arts major from 
Billtngs. Her poetry and fiction have appeared in the 
past issues of Venture. In this particular issue she 
also has a poem on page 8.
by Barbara Knight
HE sat with bowed head when the tone­less murmur of prayer flowed over his 
head, unaware and despising, noticing the 
crease in his new blue suit disintegrating in­
to rumpled sloven teenage. He shifted his 
right shoulder and screwed back against the 
pew.
The organ released its highest diapason 
of hymn and rippled up his spine. The choir 
rose and the bodies pressing on either side 
hauled up to lean and sag against the pews. 
He inched as far as possible from either 
neighbor and rose majestically, holding the 
hymnbook supported in one palm and his 
chin and eyes uplifted holding the stained 
window with his gaze, an expression of pla­
cid devoutness in his eyes.
His voice rose above the others, thin and 
sweet, offering the praise in a slipping te­
nor. His thin nostrils dilated as he inhaled, 
escaping into song.
When the offertory commenced, he reached 
awkwardly in a pocket, fumbling the pennies 
and quarters about, tumbling the lone nickel 
against them, repressing th e  unbidden 
thought of smokeless nights back into ob­
scurity. The tray appeared at his elbow, 
swiftly he pulled out the quarters, dropping 
them with closed fist and handing it on to 
the stooped woman at his side.
He settled back, relaxing into brooding 
dreaminess while the service evolved beyond
him, automatically standing and sitting at 
the dictates of the congregation.
The sermon, announced crisply in the his­
sing sincerity of Reverend Armstrong, merged 
into his placid, comatose expression, burrow­
ing into the day dream of sustained religion.
He saw himself in a rich, scarlet-crested 
gold-embroidered vestment, holding, raising 
a cup, a goblet to the altar. The altar, vast 
and extending to the ends of infinity. The 
cup was gold and gem-encrusted, it bubbled 
and foamed with warm, red human blood, 
and the prostrate sacrifice with its glazed 
eyes stared at it, exalting.
The altar, surrounded by black-robed and 
hooded shapes, was carven and its fine chis- 
led mahogany gleamed rusted in the fading 
candle light, and open clouded twilit sky.
The cup, the Grail, lived in his hands, he 
knew divinity and lifted it, untrembling to 
his mouth.
The burst of organ jerked him to his feet 
and earned a glare from the old woman at 
his side. He suffered her disgust, coldly 
sharing the hymn book, grudgingly.
He mouthed the words, corrupting them, 
twining them into monstrosities of blasphe­
my. The hymn ended, the amen staying over 
all, quivering away into nothingness.
The audible collapse of knees and bodies 
rustled through the church. He sat listlessly, 
slumping and unlistening as the pastor and 
the choir exchanged benedictions.
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r E postlude commenced, he rose uneven­ly, moving into the aisle. He began the 
trek towards the door and escape, thrusting 
in front of the elders and their disapproving 
murmur.
The fresh Sunday morning air hit him as 
he scraped his hand across A rm strong’s, rac­
ing to be out and with the bunch that teased 
at the girls as they emerged.
They stood, clumped, almost like cattle, 
milling around the main entrance, aimlessly 
moving blue suits, white shirts, red ties; and 
the girls began to come, sparkles of color, 
jets of pastel pink, blue, yellow icings. He 
moved into the group, greeting quietly, over­
looking the raucus “hi’s” of several. His 
hands were limp and damp and he scrubbed 
at them with his handkerchief, deploring its 
damp coiny smell. He ached for a cigarette 
but there she was.
She walked down the steps sedately, with 
a bounce and a twist, just enough to cause 
shivers to sift down his neck and hot colors 
to flood to his brain.
The silly purple hat floated across his vi­
sion, below eye level, she smiled, dimpling 
and captured the entire crowd. He stood 
about, shifting, conscious of his hands and 
hating the unconscious calm of the week-end 
college men.
She seemed to drift, cooly, evenly, moving 
in a void, created just for her, an underwater 
sort of progress, somehow managing to reach 
out to all the men, sending invisible tentacles 
to rest on each shoulder, lingering only to 
drift away again.
He saw her, white robes blown by an un­
heeding wind, standing far away on a plain 
like a Dali painting, and moving toward him 
without motion. She held the sword, and 
it gleamed palely, pure silver without orna­
mentation.
Then she stood in front of him, offering the 
instrument. He took it and turned to the altar, 
murmuring the mass in rolling Latin, dedi­
cating the offering, purifying the sword. He 
turned again and drew her nearer, relishing 
the image of red blood soaking through the 
whiteness of the garment. He stood, holding 
the sword above his head, poised for the 
mueleta, the bull k iller’s thrust, downward 
into her breast.
But the image dissolved into the Sunday 
air and he clenched his fists, shaking the
massed pictures out of his head.
The little swarming groups were stirring, 
again, moving toward the main entrance. He 
stood lazily, relaxed, watching her on her] 
tour among the men, head tipped sidewise,! 
laughing, her briefest glance gliding across; 
his face away. The chimes rippled through, 
the high tree branches, crossing the street; 
and the river, finally easing into faintness 
at the tracks. He joined the surge of the choir 
bound youth, crowding, hands at his side, en­
joying the physical contact with them, while 
they ebbed toward the basement steps.
THE black and white robes hung in pipe­like racks, he searched, grabbing the on­
ly 42. He stepped apart, adjusting and 
smoothing the black-dressing, watching her 
arranging the white one she wore.
The director appeared at the head of the 
stairs, clapping them into lines. She stood 
ahead to his left, blonde head over the robe. 
The processional crashed down, the organ 
shaking the floor over their heads and his 
stomach tightened into a ball of excitement, 
causing him to sweat and a tug at the cor­
ners of his mouth began. He moved forward
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slowly in step with his partner, the beat of 
the swelling anthem bore him forward above 
the boards; he walked on. He was lifted 
and borne along a note of melody, he raised 
his face, echoing the words and sneaking 
sidelong looks at the congregation as the 
choir entered the church. His damp hair 
had risen and curled around his forehead 
giving the cherubic innocent glow he strived 
for. And as he came, majestically, he was 
pure again. The lamb.
The churchly rustling subsided with the 
organ finale and again the service bloomed. 
From his place in the second row, behind 
her, he surveyed the crowd, sitting massed 
before him. He moved his sceptor to the 
right and the masses swayed in that direc­
tion, he raised it slightly and they lifted 
their gaping faces toward him. She sat at 
his left hand, cool and slender in purple and 
gold with a leopard under her feet. He urged 
the fawning novices away and signaled the 
ultimate symbolic gong. The shimmered 
echoes lapsed in silence and the ranks parted, 
allowing the sacrifices to be led forward.
He was young and tall and bands of metal 
bound his arms, muscular and strapping, he 
stepped forth, burning for the ceremony. 
The guards fell away on either side and he 
stood alone.
He brought his manacled hands together 
above his head, stretching them to the sun 
and to her. She gazed, coolly, moving from 
side to side lazily swaying. His head nodded 
forward. He rested peacefully, the soft organ 
tone lulling him till A rm strong’s voice urged 
him awake and angry at his sleepiness.
4ND at last the orthodoxy rumbled to a close and the recessional marched him 
| swiftly by the slack faces of the congregation 
I and out into the sun again and it was over.
| Easter over, he stood blinking, rather dazed 
I on the church steps, the cars flooding the 
| fresh air with carbon and cinders and the 
; Sunday cordiality dispersing into maudlin 
I normality. He slid down on the steps, mid- 
I; way from the top, stretching his plus six 
ifeet of length over several steps. He patted 
[his coat pocket before he remembered the 
i cigarettes home on the dresser, and his Lent- 
| broken vow of abstinence.
He closed his eyes, washed by the breeze,
[ and tried to sight the blossoming tree in the 
I yard and the concealed form of the bulletin
board, his mind casually drifting with a kite 
that hung above the poles and wires, jerking 
now and again at a tug on its taut string.
He sat quietly, uncertain. He got up, 
brushing and rubbing at the powdery dust 
against his Easter blue. The street stretched 
empty, he turned, facing the building a mam- 
mouth cave of welcome lured, panting, wait­
ing.
The church was dark, and quiet, and mo­
tionless. The pews deserted, but the candles 
still burned steadily on the altar. He walked 
in, down the aisle to the middle till he could 
see the stained window and Christ in the 
garden of Gethsemane, arms outstretched, 
imploring, begging. The sneer overcame his 
adoration. He grew instantly ashamed and 
fearful of descending wrath; his stream of 
shame forced him to his knees in a pew, but 
the seat edge bit into his back and the small 
space cramped his long legs unbearably. He 
extricated himself forcefully and cursed, bit­
terly and silently, mumbling prayers among 
the oaths and all the while ashamed.
His chest was full and hot of heaving sins 
and secrets wanting to get out. He wanted 
a confessional, absolution, salvation. He 
looked around, cornered, breathing hard and 
trapped by the musty, old tenents of an out­
worn creed.
The candles danced fit­
fully at his exertions so 
near the flame, and they 
seemed a cool, slim, white 
refuge in the night of the 
church. Tall, tapering and 
graceful like slim girls, like 
Mary. He walked closer 
shaking. They always lit 
candles and said prayers; 
he stood, his hands on the rail before the 
tapers. There were six and all burned, he 
yearned for an unlit candle to ease himself 
but they twinkled before his eyes, mocking.
HE reached out his hand, trembling and snuffed the flame, quickly grasping an­
other candle to relight its mate. He did and 
waited, touching wick to wick, liking, even 
relishing the scent and feel of warm wax 
dripping on his arm. He stared at the flame, 
his mouth slightly open, allowing the wax 
to harden on his palm.
The drapes were rich velvet and heavy 
(Continued on Page 28)
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By John Richard Harris
This is the second of a three-part article on pho­
tography by Dick Harris. He goes by the pro­
fessional name of Jon-R. Dick has sold his pictures 
to Time and Life and many newspapers. He has 
had prints hung in several salons in the United 
States and in the International Exhibition in Sao 
Paulo, Brazil.
IN the first portion of the discussion of es­thetic principles as they are incorporated 
in successful application of the photographic 
medium, we discussed the relationships of 
light, lens, interpretations, focus, angles, tone, 
and line. In this second presentation, we 
shall consider the relationships of area, vol­
ume, texture, and space.
AREA
Area is the minimum requirement for the 
existence of a photographic image. In actu­
ality, area cannot exist apart from some de­
gree of volume. In visual perception, the 
moment there is gradation of tone, as is pre­
sent in a photographic gradation, the area 
begins to imply deep space or volume. Even 
a photograph of a sheet of paper would imply 
its solid existence. Thus the photographer, 
while working primarily with a two-dimen­
sional medium, can often create a third di­
mension.
VOLUME
The photographer, in creating the third di­
mension creates photographic volume. Vol­
ume is the tonal representation of a three- 
dimensional solid, displacing three-dimen­
sional space. These volumes may be of the 
most diaphanous sort such as photomicro­
graphy of a mosquito wing, the geometrically 
contorted pattern of a wrecked automobile, 
or as subtly rounded as the softly lighted 
nude form. Any photograph modelled with 
light not only actually possesses volume of 
its own, but is given a pseudo volume by the 
lens rendering. A gnat no less than a hippo­
potamus reflects light and casts a shadow, 
thereby forming its own peculiar spatial re­
lationship. Volume may be said to be built
with modulation of tone and is relatively 
bounded by line.
Photographic perception may alter, distort, 
create or destroy volume at the will of the 
manipulator. Lighting can split a volume 
into fragments. The fact that the original 
object possesses volume is not enough. The 
photographer, through lighting, lens, angle, 
film, and processing, must re-create this or 
another volume in the final reproduction in 
order to achieve fullest photographic ap­
prehension of volume.
In composing, we may draw upon all the 
creations of nature for our representations of 
familiar scenes of pleasure. The nude body, 
hills and valleys, fruit forms, trees, and shim­
mering icicles may create for us voluptuous 
volumes. Geometric solidity of a building 
or perhaps an abstract, intentional distortion 
of a geometric solid can yield volume in angu­
lar counterpoint.
TEXTURE
Texture is the structural conformity of the 
visible substance of an object. The camera 
is a pentrating medium which reveals con­
stituent forms of rock, bark, skin, hair, water, 
metals, and microscopic cells. This repro­
duction of texture from the microscopic to 
the microcosmic is the major excitement of 
photography. The photographer is a discov­
erer of primary sources. Accordingly, as sur­
faces are crystalline, smooth, wavy, granular, 
transparent, or translucent, light is reflected, 
refracted, or transmitted. With proper han­
dling, the light and lens rendering of textural 
objectivity can be in the realm of the fantas­
tically beautiful.
Texture, however, is at the mercy of the 
photographer through the handling of the 
source of illumination. Light can either ob­
literate, as in the case of a silhouette, or re­
veal, as in the case of strong cross light, the 
texture of an object.
In using physical and chemical tools to re­
produce the wares of his trade, the photogra-
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pher must contend with and contemplate 
utilizing two other textural forms in addi­
tion to the texture of the original object. 
These are: (1) The physical grain of the 
silver clusters in the film, which if enlarged 
to a sufficient degree will be represented on 
the paper’s surface in a uniform pattern, 
and (2) the physical surface of the photo­
graphic paper, glossy, matte, or rough. The 
choice of a correctly surfaced paper can 
either destroy or enhance the final visual 
impact of a photographic work.
SPACE
To any of the spatial arts, space is all-im­
portant. The pictorial representation of a 
spatial relationship is itself dependent upon 
certain space co-ordinates. The size (two 
dimensional space) of a photograph as we 
hold it in our hands or look up at it on a 
wall at a distance (the third dimensional co­
ordinate) affects our feeling about it. Our 
instinctive reactions tell us that the space 
character of a photograph is pleasant or un­
pleasant, normal or abnormal. First there 
is the objective aspect of space in reality. In 
this sense space establishes dimensions, posi­
tion, and direction and becomes the recept­
acle for objects. The photographic image of
natural objects, however, involves our whole! 
subjective experience, gradually acquired by! 
seeing touching, moving, liking, disliking.
A photographer employs space as thet 
theater of the forms within his pictures. He 
must space further as the passive interval* 
necessary to rest the eye between the drama- '■] 
tic onslaughts of these forms. The exper-i 
iences of his views are controlled by con-1 
trolling lighting, camera angle, proportion 
and all of the other pictorial factors. All 
objects and events are dependent upon space t< 
for their very co-existence and characteristic 
gesture or set-up. Space is suggested psycho-' 
logically as well as physically. The radiance ; 
of a woman’s smile seems to radiate space, i 
To emphasize hatred or wickedness, space is 1 
constricted. To emphasize the glory of Cin­
emascope, a landscape is indicated by a 
harmoniously enlarged space. Space can be 
made to compress, pull, oppress, exhilarate, 
separate or alter forms.
Control of space is possible through pro­
portion, tonal depth, and modulation. Light­
ing is limitless, as is the space it lights.
The function of space is the most neglected 
phase of pictorial composition, yet through 
space the picture “breathes.”
RENAISSANCE
bv Luann Hanson
Luann Hanson is an English major from Kalis pell. 
A sophomore this year she is a member 
of A Cappella choir.
I see trees—indistinct in the mist of morning. 
They stand unmoved, absorbing the cool 
wetness surrounding them.
The ground is obscured so that they seem 
to rise
From the depths of the undulating fog.
The gentle swirl of the caressing air 
Enters my being,
Seeps into my soul and removes all 
The pettiness of human contest.
Gently, gently it cleanses me so that 
I look with new joy at the world.
As the sun penetrates the fog 
And brushes away the mistiness 
It uncovers a new world:
A world prepared for the promise of 
a new day.
The trees sigh as the fog disengages itself 
Gently, ever so gently—and vanishes.
And I sigh, too—for the deep moment of
peace. |
Before the sun of a new day 
Finds us 
Refreshed.
n is  i
Green Snow
by Larry E. Phillips
Larry E. Phillips is an English major from Indian­
apolis, Indiana. Last fall a group of three of his 
poems appeared in V enture. H e has a B.A. in 
botany from Butler university in Indianapolis.
Country without windows,
| Nor of anything Southern,
| But of all things North,
In smothering snow,
I Blue is all sweet fruit,
I In its resting, lying in the snow.
Yet the hair of grass matted with snow,
\ Will be cleaned and combed by spring’s 
Watery fingered Baptism,
And then ruffled by the warmth 
f Of green sprouting winds.
Still, cold fog kisses the snow 
Whose white lips exhaling, puff 
I An icy stream, crisping 
[ The skin of softer snow.
| And the traces of lynxes and badgers,
I Their noses furrowing, 
t Follow the hops of hares.
I And beneath, the burrowing mink 
I Nibbles a root, and loosening snow,
| Slips green into a stiff garden.
| This is the wink at hate 
I And the w inter’s spring,
I Released in awakening blinks,
I With a yielding will for a staggered
mother,■ '
I For milk and birth, for another yearling.
I Exist, exist, kill the violent spring,
I Then slice and rip the savage womb.
E Encrust the jagged chested mountain,
I While the yearling lies sunken, starving 
I In the snow, and the bird is 
I Frozen to the branch
With eyelids sealed by the fog’s touch 
of frost—
Death before dripping time,”
Cracked the frigid voice of snow.
Is early nodding effort 
Of earth shaken loose,
Worth the flush of wild leaves,
When after bobbing before the sun,
The thud of death is later heard 
Collapsing from trees in bouncing thumps.
In the harkening cool of the warning fall, 
What death there is in ripening green. 
And see there the mist sits,
Enclosing the life of the dying green.
Change, cry then, and hail death,
Brown harvester, white vulture,
Odd old scrubwoman,
Whose reaping of weeds in the spreading 
garden,
Rakes and bathes the rested for spring. 
Withered Time is aging, and two blue- 
veined faces,
Embalmed with grace, twitch their eyes, 
And are stirred in the melting rest 
with a wooden spoon,
Then set high on a Southern pole 
To warm and cool to a glistening green, 
Between the whirling brown of snow 
Settled dust below,
And a straining sun with patting fingers 
that gently 
Tug, and a tender shoot in a better 
innocence 





/ hope my folks never have to see me in this condition. I would like to see them 
though. Dammit, why don’t they turn all the 
radios on one station? When it gets later, 
the nurse will bring me a pill, and then I 
can sleep. If I could only go to sleep and 
wake up well. Then aloud, “Hey! Bob, 
get my model out for me, will you?” A cau- 
liflowered monster in much-too-tight pajam­
as veered from his intended course to peer 
into a night stand.
“Is it in the top drawer?”
“Yes.”
“If you’re going to sand on it, I’d better put 
a paper on the bed.” A paper was placed and 
a smooth model car came into the reaching 
hand.
“Will you roll the bed up?”
“Needs s o m e  oiling or you’re gaining 
weight, one of the two.”
“Yeh, that will do.”
Bob sat in a chair facing the bed. “Have 
a smoke, Pete.”
“Thanks.” The tiny rasp of sandpaper was 
continuous. “What went on at the Red Cross 
tonight?”
“Oh, you know — one small dixie cup of 
punch, two cookies, and a Tarzan movie.” 
“Ta r z a n !  My God, how crummy. I 
wouldn’t walk across the street to see that 
crap.”
“This Tarzan show had it though.” Bob 
jumped from the chair and assumed a vicious- 
looking crouch. “A lion would charge and 
Tarzan would pull out his knife.” Bob
whipped out a small penknife. “Stare the 
lion right in the eye and say, ‘Ungowa! Un- 
go wa!’ and the lion would skid to a halt on 
its butt and cut out.” Bob leaped and 
growled at an imaginary lion. “Ungowa! 
Ungowa!”
A tall colored boy flopped across a long 
vacant bed. “Man! That Tarzan is nothing 
but a mean cat. You know, he killed mos’ 
all my rel’tives in that show.”
Bob spun and looked with mock menace 
at the boy. “Ungowa.” The Negro made ap­
propriate movements of fear and dying.
“Lights out! Lights out!” It was the friendly, 
authoritative voice of the butterball nurse.
“Lights out! Lights out!” chimed all the 
men in the ward. A pillow sailed and hit 
the wall beside her. She reached and threw 
it back. A barrage of pillows took to the 
air, and she beat a laughing retreat, plunging 
the big room into darkness.
Cigarettes glowed and dimmed as neon 
signs in a far-off city and then turned off, 
one by one.
SUN came in the windows hot and harsh.“Wake up! Wake up!” The rasping 
voice of the old-maid nurse filled the wooden 
walls and made them ache. Her voice was 
accompanied by groans of irritation and the 
creak of bed springs as she shook some de­
termined sleeper. “You, you,” she yelled 
when she came to Pete. “You don’t have 
your pajamas on. I warned you about that 
before. I can have you court-martialed, you 
know.”
“Haunt someone else, will you? I never 
wore pajamas in my life, and I damn well 
won’t do it now.”
“I will, I’ll have you brought up.”
“Are we to have the proceedings at my 
bedside, or will you have me carried to them 
on a stretcher?” The hurried stride of the 
nurse as she left the ward denoted defeat. 
“Bob, will you wind my bed up a ways?”
John Ba\er is an education 
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The vacant bed was filled that afternoon, 
i Pete lay sanding on his model. “Bob, will 
; you pull the shade down?” As the shade 
I clattered down, it was easier to see around 
the room and for the first time, Pete noticed 
the new arrival. “He sure looks like a crud,I *L a cocky-looking hick, a wise guy,” he mut­
tered to hirmelf. “Hey, Bob! Will you turn 
[ my bed around? We’re going to have a mo­
vie pretty soon.”
| The bed was turned just as the Red Cross 
* worker rolled the projector in and started 
| setting up the screen. The lights went out 
and the combinations of black and white re- 
I vealed that it was the Tarzan movie. The 
| whole ward groaned as one. The movie was 
punctuated by the new boy’s “Yea, get ’em, 
I Tarzan. Kill ’em.”
[ “The new guy’s got a loud mouth, huh, 
[ Bob?”
“Just a punk.”
After the show the butterball nurse came 
| around with the evening medicines for the 
I new arrival. “Time for your shot.”
“Sure, Honey.”
“Roll over.”
“Oh, but doll, then I can’t see your beauti- 
I ful face.”
“Never mind. Which side do you want 
it on?”
“Take your pick. God, woman, but you 
have cold hands!”
Pete turned his head to Bob, who was sit­
ting in the big chair by his bed. “Who in 
the hell does he think he is?”
I T  THY wouldn’t the nurse give me a pill 
W  tonight? Is she afraid I’ll become a 
hop-head? It damn well isn ’t easy to sleep 
when you’re so restless from lying in bed 
all day.” The lights in the ward were out, 
but Pete struggled too hard to find peace 
and, consequently, defeated his purpose. 
“Damn! Where is that smell coming from? 
Stinking damn cigarette butts still smoulder­
ing. God, what a foul damn smell! The new 
joker, sure, that’s who. Can’t even put a 
butt out.”
Dusty heat of day replaced sticky heat of 
night and brought conscious realization of 
the agonies of too much rest. “Wake up, 
you bums. Chow call!”
“Chow call!”
“Chow call!”
Zzzzzztt Tweep—“And now, we bring you 
the radio show that brightens your morning.” 
The radios burst to life, as their owners
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awoke, filling the room with a maze of 
sounds—jazz, popular, news, western, all like 
putting square pegs into round holes; in­
sanity food.
Ahhhhhh, breakfast — cool, slimy eggs, 
mush - a - hide - like film, battery acid coffee, 
and suspicious-looking cream.
Pete lay looking at the ceiling, watching 
a length of spider web move after long delay 
when he blew out smoke. When his eyes 
and mind tired of this game, he looked around 
the room, and was attracted by the new boy 
listening to a hillbilly program and making 
an off-key harmony to the music. Pete’s 
ears filtered the rest of the jumble from the 
room and was left with an irritation at the
dual hick mutalation of sound. His gazJ 
hardened and he fought the impulse to makt j 
some unidentified, violent sound. The new] 
boy seemed to feel another mind concentrat-1 
ing on him and he stopped his sounds anc j 
looked around the room to find his tormentor 
When his direction centered on Pete, it froze’ 
and he was aware of the feeling behind the 
hating eyes. Feelings mounted and grew 
like a piece of iron heated from black, to 
brick red, to a seething mass of sparking 
white fury. In unison, they rolled out of 
the high hospital beds, and fell like dolls 
from a giant ch ild’s hands to the floor. They 
started crawling to the center of the aisle 
slowly, laborously.
Bears I Have Met
by Sandra Rabone
TWO preconceptions that I imagined early in my life remain with me and probably 
will until the grave. The first one was that 
God was the man on the Folger’s coffee can, 
and the other one has practically been my 
undoing.
Ernest Thompson Seton, perhaps one of 
America’s foremost naturalists, visited our 
house when I was about six. His long flow­
ing white hair fascinated me, and the tales 
of Indians and animals he told left me with 
a most wonderful set of nightmares. How­
ever, Mr. Seton gave me a took titled “John­
ny Bear Lobo” which is still one of my most 
treasured possessions. Inside he autographed 
it with a drawing. Actually the drawing was 
nothing more than a few lines which repre­
sented a coyote’s footprint. I have labored
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under the delusion that it was a bear’s print 
: since that time. I had no opportunity to let 
my fallacy undo me until last summer.
My husband and I had decided to spend 
‘ the summer months on a lookout in the Flat- 
■ head region. Previous to this time, I had re- 
j strained my bear-viewing to zoos. I fancied 
[ making pets of the small cubs, fawns and 
i other animals that we would undoubtedly 
come into contact with. My “back-to-nature” 
feeling was running high as I packed books 
by Thoreau, Rousseau, and John Steinbeck’s 
“Cannery Row” into a box.
The afternoon that we arrived at the look- 
I out I immediately scoured the ground in best 
! pioneer fashion for tracks. I found some and 
I called my husband to look at the “horse 
| tracks.” He gave me a pitying look and an­
nounced that they were bear tracks. I told 
him he was absolutely wrong. The bustle 
of moving in removed the thoughts of the 
| “horse, tracks” from my mind.
Early the next morning I awoke to find 
sun streaming in on four sides. A quick 
check at the clock said almost five. I was 
debating hanging the US flag up so the sun 
wouldn’t stream in when I remembered For­
est Service regulation number so-and-so stat­
ing that no obstructions shall be hung over 
the windows. Facing the inevitable and also 
a call to nature, I got up, lifted the ten-ton
[trapdoor and made my way through some 
[underbrush to our outdoor convenience. On 
[the way down I remember seeing some more 
‘horse tracks.” Once situated, I contemplat­
ed  pioneer life. The sudden thrashing of 
[underbrush alerted all my senses. A cub 
pear suddenly appeared in the doorway. We 
were both terribly surprised. Mumbling in­
coherent words about the convenience only 
having single facilities, I hastily made my 
way back to the lookout where I raved about 
the herd of bears down by the convenience. 
The only sympathy I got was that Howard 
certainly wished he had been awake as my 
situation would have made a tremendous 
action picture.
I became more and more track-conscious. 
I even mistakenly thought I had found the 
missing link when I looked at one of my own 
footprints made while I was going barefoot.
AFTER a while I was quite used to bears roaming the clearing. The afternoon I 
almost shot my husband was all traceable to 
bears and tracks. Howard had been away 
all day clearing trail, and I was amusing my­
self doing dishes when I noticed that Bosco 
was circling the clearing. I thought nothing 
of it until about an hour later I heard a thud 
on the steps. Terror sprang up, and I hastily 
grabbed the twenty-two and loaded it. The 
thudding increased and my pulse was doing 
some rather unusual acrobatics. I ran out 
on the catwalk and was just about to slam 
the trapdoor and pull the trigger when I 
found it was Howard.
I remember the night Bosco tried to climb 
the tower. Both of us were, to put it mildly, 
in a state of nerves. I ran inside to get the 
box of thirty-thirty shells. In my anxious 
state I couldn’t slide the shells out of their 
container. Finally, with the gun loaded, we 
felt quite safe. Howard shot in the air to 
frighten the bear. I am now convinced that 
this bear was too old to harm us. He ob­
viously must have been deaf because he did 
not move an inch.
The summer ended as most summers do,
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baby bear had just gone across the road. To 
which they responded that they didn’t mean 
that bear, they meant the baby bear. I should 
have then surmised our situation.
EARLY the next morning, I felt an ex­tremely annoying pressure on my knee. 
I told Howard that something was on my 
knee. He remarked that it was certainly 
odd, but that something was also on his ankle. 
I took a peek outside the sleeping bag. I 
quickly covered up my head and announced 
that there was a bear on my knee. Howard 
rose up with a stick of wood and told him to 
go away. Oddly enough, he did (the bear, 
not Howard). Getting out of a sleeping bag 
at top-speed with a wrenched knee is not 
easy. However, I hold the w orld’s record.
Since last summer I have used my stories 
to display my courage and pioneering spirit. 
The droll part of this tale is that I still can’t 
distinguish bear tracks from horse tracks or 
coyote tracks or for that matter — chicken 
tracks.
Portrait of a Queen
by Ed Bailey
SHE lay on the runway of her kennel, her brown eyes blinking as though she 
were meditating. She laid her head on her 
fore-paws and her long English Setter ears 
hung in coal-black curls to the boards under 
her. Her eyes gazed through the wire of her 
confinement, studying me, her new owner, 
with the searching, probing thoroughness of 
a learned phychiatrist. She was a profes­
sional in every sense of the word.
For more years than I care to remember 
I’d loved bird dogs and I’ve thrilled to the 
handling of some very fine ones and hunted 
over some truly great members of the bird 
dog kingdom. Then, one autumn day three 
years ago, I watched the Queen work pheas­
ants. For seven hours I followed her, let­
ting her thrill me, getting me drunk with the 
perfection of her style. All day long she 
ran with that easy, seemingly tireless lope
so familiar in the bird dog, finding birds, 
holding them or outwitting the ones that 
chose to run rather than sit for her. I didn’t 
shoot over her; I only watched.
She belonged to a man named Kirsten 
then, and there just wasn’t enough money 
to buy Queen from him. He recognized the
with much nostalgia on everyone’s part. To 
end up the summer properly, we toured Can­
ada a week or so before school began. The 
last night of our trip we camped out in Gla­
cier Park. As it was quite late in the season, 
we had the whole campsite to ourselves. I 
was busily getting supper when a car ap­
proached, and a little old lady asked me if 
I had seen the little baby bear. After riding 
all day I was in no mood for pleasantries, and 
brusquely told her that I hadn’t seen the little 
baby bear. A half hour later another car 
came by and another inquiry was made for 
the baby bear. Wishing to rid myself of these 
sightseers once and all, I told them that the
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good thing and had no mind to part with 
it. She was five years old and could have 
taken the state championship on pheasants 
without trying. She was, in short, the best 
pheasant dog I’ve ever seen.
Two months later Kirsten was killed in 
an automobile accident and Queen became 
the property of the deceased man’s brother- 
in-law. He was a hunter but not a dog hand­
ler, the only dog he’d ever hunted over was, 
in fact, the Queen. He had watched K irsten’s 
apparently effortless handling of her but was 
more interested in the birds he bagged than 
what made good dogs work.
Queen sized up her new owner in a few 
days, learning more of him and his person­
ality than he knew himself. She promptly 
decided he knew nothing about pheasants 
nor dogs, so she set out to teach him how 
she could run.
Her first day afield, under the tooting of 
his unpracticed whistle, Queen found birds 
but she could never find her owner and the 
birds at the same time. Once she located 
some pheasants running along a fence row. 
Her owner, thinking Queen was running too 
much in a straight line and expecting her 
to quarter the ground directly in front of 
him, whistled to call her back. She ignored 
him and proceeded to pin the birds under 
a perfect point in a corner of the field. Far 
behind, her owner blew his whistle and 
cursed the dog, but never came close to 
where she stood frozen on point to flush the 
birds and make the kill. The birds became 
restless and flew.
Queen gradually grew to ignoring every 
command and started to simply hunt on her 
own. She started ranging farther, getting 
out of sight for an hour at a time, and then 
started to deliberately flush the birds and 
chase them out of sight. Each trip to the 
field she moved farther away from the cham­
pion she had been toward the completely un­
disciplined, spoiled child she had learned 
to be.
She d step proudly from the car on a fros­
ty morning, hold her head high to sample 
the air, decide in which direction she could 
find the most birds and, tail whipping fran­
tically, she’d dash off out of sight. When 
she reappeared an hour or more later, pant­
ing, her tongue lolling out dripping saliva 
and her throat and chest wet with the stuff, 
she always wore a grin, made more impish
by her freckled upper jaw, that same “I’ve 
had a good time out there, buster, but where 
the hell have you been,” expression.
ONE day, late in the season, I drove up to the Blile farm. The road ran between 
the house and the barn there so I parked 
and was just starting to go to the house to 
ask permission to hunt when I noticed the 
black and white dog streaking across a grass 
field toward a stand of corn which stretched 
away from the barn yard. I didn’t know it, 
but it was the Queen out for a good time. 
She hit the corn fast and I saw a bird flush 
out and come toward me. Soon the field ex­
ploded pheasants. They scattered in all di­
rections. The setter flew from the end of 
the corn field straight into the barnyard and 
a flock of Plymouth Rock chickens. The 
fat hens made a vain bid for escape from the 
onrushing menace but Queen was too quick 
for them. She caught the first one and 
paused only long enough to kill it in a puff 
of feathers then, ignoring it, attacked again. 
She finished her third as I grabbed her. I 
held the dog by the collar, trying to calm 
her and was in that position when K irsten’s 
brother-in-law came up to me. Without a 
word to me but with plenty of desultory 
language at Queen, he beat her mercilessly. 
When he tired of hitting her he stood up to 
say something to me but Queen, wearing her 
“I’ve had a good time, buster” expression, 
made a lunge toward another chicken, kill­
ing his words before they were born and 
killing another Plymouth Rock. Her owner 
swore an oath and lifted his shotgun to his 
shoulder.
“Hold it!” I yelled, pushing the gun up. 
He didn’t shoot and I grabbed Queen again 
and led her away. I found a short cord in 
the trunk of my car and tied Queen to the 
bumper, then turned to her owner, “Wasn’t 
that K irsten’s dog?”
“Yea,” he answered, “and one more stunt 
like that and she’ll be as dead as he is.”
“I’ll buy her from you,” I offered.
“Hell, you can have her, she’s not worth 
the powder to blow her to blazes.”
I LOADED Queen into the car, forgot about hunting, and took her home. Now Queen 
lay in her pen, gazing at me through the wire 
and I gazed back at her. I finally owned the 
dog I most wanted, and she had become just 
another outlaw.
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Queen’s schooling was a tough job. To 
teach an old dog new tricks is mere ch ild’s 
play as compared with breaking an old dog’s 
bad habits. In the field, she didn’t respond 
to whistle nor hand signals nor voice com­
mands—she simply ran. Although she flash- 
pointed once in awhile, she never held it 
long enough for me to get to her. Then one 
evening she came in close near a small patch 
of woods and froze. She held solid until I 
reached her then started to move. “Whoa,” 
I commanded, purely from habit, expecting 
to see her lunge ahead. She stopped. Her 
head was high, turned a little to the right, 
and her upper lips blew out slightly with her 
breathing. Her right forefoot was far in 
front where she had halted in mid-stride. 
One ear was flung upward, over her head 
and rested carelessly there. Her back was
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twisted in a half turn toward the right, and 
her tail arched up gradually. There were 
a few burrs tangled in her tail feathering 
forming a ball of burr and hair. Her body 
quivered slightly, instigated by her finely 
sensitive nervous system, but she held—and 
she was beautiful.
I flushed two birds when I walked in on 
her point and she broke, to charge after
them. “Whoa,” I said again, not loudly and 
trying to keep excitement from my voice 
and at the same time be stern. She stopped 
again and stood watching the birds fly out 
of sight. Queen looked content as she 
watched, and I wondered why she had sud­
denly obeyed a whoa command, because for 
weeks before she hadn’t listened, and for 
weeks afterwards she heeded nothing else 
I said. Yet Queen gradually improved and 
a few weeks later she bore some semblance 
to her old self.
At last I was feeling confident that she 
was going to be the great bird dog she’d been 
when I first saw her long ago, and I began 
to feel that she had confidence in me. But
then, one day, I was coming home from a 
warm afternoon’s hunting with Queen trot­
ting on the road ahead of me, when she sud­
denly vanished beside a farmhouse. The
house was occupied but the farm was not ! 
being worked, so it was an ideal place to run I 
a dog. But unfortunately the lady of the I 
house had one pet chicken, and Queen saw 1 
it before I did. I heard the lady scolding as ! 
I rounded the corner of the old frame home, j 
and there was Queen lying at the woman’s ’ 
feet with the chicken between her jaws. - 
The lady was beating the dog with a broom 
and swearing quite violently for a lady. I 
grabbed the dog with my hand around her 
upper jaw and pressed her lips around her 
teeth and Queen politely placed the bird in 
my free hand. I, in turn, passed the wet, 
nearly dead chicken on to the lady. Queen 
sat panting slightly. It sounded like a low 
chuckle rather than excited breathing. The 
lady cradled her soggy, feathered pet in her 
arms and stroked the fading red comb with 
an affectionate forefinger, and I was about 
to offer to pay for the bird when the lady 
turned on me. I stood mutely taking her 
verbal barrage when Queen, tired of the hu­
man talk, decided she wasn’t through with 
the chicken. She jumped up at the dying 
fowl and in the process the lady was sent 
sprawling into a reed rocking chair and the 
chicken was flung into the air. Queen 
grabbed it when it hit the ground and 
plopped down on the spot with the intent 
of ending the defenseless b ird’s life. She was 
successful. I pounced on the dog and took 
the chicken from her, then using the dead 
bird as a club I beat the Queen until she 
wimpered. I lashed the chicken to the dog’s 
neck with a piece of cord, snapped a lead to 
her collar and without another word to the 
lady about her pet, the dog and I made a 
hasty exit. The lady didn’t know me so I ] 
was safe from legal repercussions, but the 
farm as a place to hunt and run my dogs was 
lost to me for good and forever. It was a a 
good place to hunt too.
Queen’s tail drooped between her legs as 
we rushed back to where the car was parked 
at the edge of the farm. Once inside the car 
she tried valiantly to remove the chicken 
which clung, heavy and limp and dead,
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around her throat. At home I removed the 
dead thing, laced it with stout wire and re­
placed it about her neck. For three weeks 
the chicken rotted hanging around her throat, 
but Queen didn’t attack chickens after that.
THAT season Queen and I hunted toge­ther. She was perceptibly slower than I 
: remembered her on our first meeting nearly 
four years ago and tired before a full day’s 
hunting, but we found birds, and Queen 
handled them with the same easy confidence 
she had the day I first saw her.
It was about the middle of the season when 
I finally dared to ask Alf Bower to go out 
hunting with me. Queen and I had been 
I going out alone until then, because I didn’t 
want anyone to see her hunt until she was 
ready. I still didn’t think she was perfect, 
but she was good and I felt ready to show 
I her off.
Alf said he’d go out with me to see this 
| dog of mine work. Alf was a good hunter 
j and a good dog man. He was hard to please, 
I demanding perfect performance from a dog 
; before he’d even label it as being fair. Once 
j  he called a dog pretty good after it stood on 
I perfect point until Alf ate his lunch—and 
j Alf didn’t gulp his food. He finished his 
I lunch and walked in on the point, shot a 
bird and let the dog retrieve it. The dog had 
I held the bird for forty-five minutes and all 
Alf said was “Pretty good.” That’s just the 
| way Alf was, he gave credit to exceptional 
I dogs but a fair dog just wasn’t worth keep- 
I ing. He was the toughest judge of dogs I’ve 
known and Queen was about to perform for 
I him.
{thought of this as the time of the hunt drew near and my stomach constantly felt 
I as though it were sweating. Each day I 
I begged Queen to please be good when Alf 
I hunted over her, and each day I grew less 
I confident until the day of the hunt finally 
I arrived. I was scared. Alf walked a hun- 
I dred feet or so to my left, his long legs brush- 
I ing through the high damp grass more or 
I less aimlessly, his face void of any expres- 
I sion. His pants didn’t quite reach his boot 
I tops, leaving an inch or two of bare flesh to 
I ^be mercy of the briars. The sleeves of his 
I jacket left off a good four inches above his 
I wrists, and he carried his old single barrel 
I gun cradled loosely in the crook of his el- 
K bow. I couldn’t tell whether he was enjoying
himself or whether he was sad.
“We’ve been here an hour;” he said to me, 
“where the h ell’s all the birds?”
“Give her time to get warmed up,” I an­
swered, nodding toward Queen.
“Hey, there along the fence, she’s point­
ing now.” A lf’s voice betrayed the excite­
ment his face concealed.
We got to the dog and Alf remarked on 
the point, “Damn if she don’t look like she’s 
tired or as if she don’t care much.” He 
walked in on the dog and a fat cottontail 
bounded away. Alf shot it; Queen retrieved 
it, gave it to me and I tossed it to Alf. “Pretty 
good rabbit dog you got there—for a bird 
dog I mean. Was its mother a beagle?”
“Go to hell,” I threw back.
We got to a field of standing corn and 
Queen flew into it. “Dammit, first a rabbit, 
now a cornfield,” I cursed. I never had been 
able to stop her from running in a corn field, 
no matter how hard I tried, so Alf and I 
sat on a hill overlooking the corn and waited 
until she had satisfied her urge to run wild.
“She’s getting old,” Alf observed as we sat 
and smoked, “I’ll bet she could run like hell 
four or five years ago.”
“Yep,” I said, “guess I must get another 
pup going soon to take her place.” Then I 
told him how she’d looked when I hunted 
with her and Kirsten those few years ago.
“Funny,” he said, “about dogs, I mean. 
You spend half their life to make them some­
thing, and just when they get to the point 
where they are producing birds, they start 
going down hill and you must get a new 
one and start all over again.”
Queen came back halfway through our 
second cigarette, and we started again into 
another corn field where the corn was cut 
and standing in shocks. Queen pointed near
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the edge, broke, moved forward slowly, 
pointed again, broke, crawled a few more 
feet, pointed again. This procedure went on 
for half the length of the field. “Birds are 
running ahead on the ground,” I said to Alf.
“Yep,” he answered, “they’ll probably take 
off way out of range. I don’t like pheasants 
for that one reason, they run so darn much. 
What’s your dog doing?”
QUEE1M had abandoned the corn stubbles and was running wide to the left in a 
low grass field. She turned to the right and 
paralleled the corn strip to the end, then 
turning, entered the other end of the field 
and started to work toward us. “I’ll be 
damned,” Alf whispered, “She’s driving them 
back toward us.”
A few hen pheasants scurried between the 
corn shocks and into the grassy rows of stub­
bles. Queen kept coming toward us, rang­
ing back and forth across the field, closing 
the gap. A cock bird exploded from behind 
a corn shock and Alf knocked it down with 
his old single barrel. Queen stopped, held 
a second then two more cock birds and sev­
eral hens got in up the air. Alf got one and 
I got the other. Queen retrieved the three 
birds and laid them at my feet one at a time.
“You know, for a dog that’s half beagle, 
she’s not a bad bird dog,” Alf said.
“Aw, go to hell,” I grinned.
The following February I found an orange 
belton setter pup I liked and brought her to 
live in the kennel next to Queen’s. I named 
her Pep after I saw her run through the snow 
the first time I let her out of her pen. She 
was a bigger dog than Queen and with better 
conformation. At four months old, her 
shoulders were two inches higher and her 
large feet and long, narrow, square-cornered 
head promised more growth to follow. The 
two dogs got on well together so I enlarged 
Queen’s pen and put Pep in with her. Queen 
remained mistress of the pen and Pep re­
spected her.
Each evening at feeding time, Queen 
danced as I approached her pen and curled 
her upper lip into a smile, revealing black­
ening teeth. Pep wagged her tail a respect­
able distance behind.
Pep’s yard training started and as the 
younger dog learned the commands, “Heel,” 
“Whoa,” and the whistle controls, an aging 
Queen gazed on with a knowing eye.
Summer’s days were nearly finished and | 
Pep’s training began. On these trips to the 1 
field Queen was obliged to remain at home jj 
as I preferred to train Pep without Queen’s 4 
habit of running the corn fields as part of I 
the program. But each time I loaded Pep | 
into the car Queen cried, and I could hear 
her long, begging wails as I drove away, and i 
the same pleading wails were still floating j 
mournfully from her when I returned. It j 
was too much, and after several trips I could j 
stand it no longer, so Queen went too.
Pep was faster and further ranging than i 
Queen, and the older dog tried harder to sur­
pass the younger one. But age has that slow­
ing effect on dogs and humans alike and all 
the trying the spirit can muster cannot undo 
the work age has accomplished. Although 
she would never admit it to herself, Queen 
was forced to be second best. Like an old 
tim er’s vs. youngster’s ball game I saw once, 
the old ones ran and played hard but lost 
the game and sat gulping air after each small 
exertion and nursed stiffened muscles for a 
week later. So it was with Queen, and yet 
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and I didn’t have the heart to leave her be- 
[ hind.
[ A UTUMN came and Pep, although young, 
r l  was ready for her first season. Queen 
was ready, too, in mind if not in body. Then 
[ Indian summer took hold for a few days. I 
‘ took both dogs, expecting to go for a short 
run and then return early because of the 
warm weather. I was coming off a hill, the 
I two dogs ahead of me in a brushy hollow, 
\ when I saw birds run out of the brush, up 
, the opposite hill and into a strand of corn.
> Pep led at a terrific pace and Queen fol- 
t lowed, giving all she could. The dogs were 
| gone for nearly an hour before I could get 
\ them back to the car, their necks and chests 
[ soaked with saliva. The two very tired dogs 
fell into the back seat and lay still, panting, 
almost sobbing at times. They crawled 
wearily to their pen when I opened the door 
f for them and drank water until I took it 
from them.
I The next day I planned to let them rest 
and didn’t go to their pen until late after­
noon. Pep was lying in the shade of the ken­
nel, but Queen wasn’t in sight. I called to 
her and she lifted her head through the ken­
nel door and approached me slowly with her 
tail wagging slightly. Her nose was dry and 
when I put my fingers under her upper lip 
I could feel her temperature wasn’t high but 
rather, seemed low.
The following day Queen seemed recovered 
I from her too violent exercise and was happy,
| and bounced her front end from side to side 
I in her old dancing fashion, so I decided to 
| take the two out for another short run. I 
I chose a grass field and made a small circle,
I letting the dogs range in the grass in wide,
I easy arcs. Queen loped slowly, pausing now 
I and then with her head high, testing the air,
I and conserving her strength, while Pep cov- 
| ered ground all around her in fast snappy 
| movements. Pep ran past a bird, missing 
I it completely, but Queen found it, pointed 
I and Pep came up behind to honor her point.
I It had been a long time since Pep honored 
I Queen; usually Pep, way out ahead, hit the 
birds first and Queen pulled up behind. We 
,went home after that and Queen pranced 
proudly ahead of Pep into the pen. 
j The next morning Queen lay quietly on 
her runway and couldn’t rise when I spoke. 
She was shivering and had been vomiting
where she lay. I took her up in a blanket 
and laid her on the back seat of the car and 
made her as comfortable as possible.
Moser, the veterinarian, took her tempera­
ture and said, “How old?”
“Nine,” I answered 
“Do you have another?”
“Yes, I’ve got a pup.”
“The only thing we can do is put her away 
now,” the doctor told me.
“Yeah, I guess so.”
I held the Queen’s head on my knee and scratched behind her ears. There was a 
burr tangled in the curly, black hair and I 
took it out. The doctor pushed the needle in­
to her leg, and she tried to rise. She settled 
her head on my knee—then stretched out, 
head high and tail arched slightly upward. 
There was a tangled ball of burrs and hair 
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wine adornments of the altar set. The hems 
hung above the candle flames several inches 
and higher up, in their centers hung gold 
crosses and chains. He held the candle to 
the hem several seconds before it blackened 
and flamed, rising and eating its way upward 
swiftly toward the crosses. He backed away, 
watching, his hand shaking; still clutching 
the candle, still burning. He turned, seeing 
the blue and green through the door. He 
dropped the candle, sprinting toward the en­
trance.
The Reverend Armstrong stood in the yard, 
turning around as he came down the steps; 
he paused expectantly, seeming surprised at 
his exit.
“I thought everyone had gone,” the preach­
er said conversationally, “did you want to 
see me?”
“Yes, Father.”
The kite dipped over a pole and spiralled 
crazily in the breeze and his cloudy eyes fol­
lowed its descent to the earth.
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